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Your name:
Your country/organization:
Contact (e.g. email address):

Mindricelu Constantin
Romania/ National Institute of Statistics
constantin.mindricelu@insse.ro

To submit responses please save this document and send it as an attachment to the following
e-mail address: seea@un.org.
The comment form has been designed to facilitate the analysis of comments. In Part I general
comments on the general style, content and coverage of the chapter are sought. In Part II any
technical and other comments should be included.
Relevant documents
Before submitting responses you are encouraged to read the accompanying papers available
on the website.
Revision of the SEEA: Draft Version for Second Round of Global Consultation, October 2011
– Chapters 1 – 6
Reading guide for the SEEA Revision Second Round of Global Consultation
Supporting material for selected classifications and lists in the revised SEEA

Part I: General comments
This is the first global consultation based on the complete set of chapters for the SEEA
Central Framework. In this section please provide general comments on the drafts chapters.
You may like to consider providing comments on the style and tone, the content and
coverage, and the general accessibility of the material.
NIS Romania supports the output from of the SEEA manual. We appreciate in particular the
work done.
Presently, NIS is not experienced enough in SEEA to have a serious contribution to its
review, but in future activities SEEA approach is an option for us.
We have watched with interest the various stages of the review process because we are being
implemented meet environmental accounts
NIS will continue to develop environmental accounts in Romania in the context of the EU
Regulation, for which we use the best practices of SEEA manual.

Part II: Technical and other comments
In the box below please supply any additional comments including those of a more technical
nature. As this is the first consultation where the complete 6 chapters have been released,
comments on the consistency of the technical content across the chapters would be
appreciated.
Please reference your responses with the relevant paragraph number or section number.
All contents/chapters are ok.

